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Police declare the party over
complaints came in and officers they said no, but they changed their
returned to the party, asking the minds and let them stay."
Both students questioned the
band to stop playing.
About 60 police officers clad in "We thought, even though is use of riot gear, an action Limoli
riot gear crashed an outdoor party was probably one of the biggest defended.
"When you have that many
at the Forest Lane apartment com- parties, it was well controlled,"
plex on May 7, and according to Beverly said. "There weren't any people you automatically go to the
two WSU studer.'s, the police also fights until the band shut down. riot gear," he said.
Two people were also
Limoli said 10 Miami Valley May Daze left many
made themselves unwelcome That's when it all started, when the
arrested at the Daze for
police agencies helped break up Impressions on those who
police showed up."
guests in two homes.
under age drinking and
attended
the
May
7
event.
An estimated 1,000 people at- the party, with an additional three
Students Bryan Beverly and
disorderly conduct.
Temporary
tattoos
were
a
Greg Pittroff both said police of- tended the party, according to stu- agencies on stand by.
"We didn't have a
According to Steve Homan, as- hot Item at the Daze as
ficers pushed their way into their dents and police.
significant problem with
Pittroff, 22, said when police sociate director of WSU Public Emma Crolsant (above) of
respective apartments, forcing
May Daze Itself," said Roger
friends — some who had been began marching in riot formation Safety, campus officers partici- Laurel/Jacob/Boston
Colllnsworth, director of
applies
a
dragon
to
the
leg
and clearing the streets, people pated in breaking up the party, but
drinking — into the streets.
Public Safety.
"They came into my apartment rushed into his apartment. Some- said the apartments are Fairborn's of a customer.
and told my friends to get out," said one then began yelling at police jurisdiction since they are not on
Beverly, 23. "They made them get from Pittroffs window, prompt- campus.
INSIDE
Limoli said he was not at the
out They were planning to spend ing eightpoliceofficers to clear out
scene when the disruption began,
the weekend ... " Beverly said he the apartment.
Wright State medical student sees Lucasville
After being thrown out, Pittroff but said he was present when the
and his friends were sitting in the
inmates up close and personal
bedroom when police appeared. said he informed the police he lived incident ended around 1 a.m.
[Page 3)
"You could tell there was sigHe added there wasn't any alcohol there.
He said an officer then grabbed nificant activity and debris like beer
in the room.
"There were about 10 officers him by the arm and pushed him cans and bottles were in the streets," ConDel brings life to students' handiwork.
who came into the apartment," he down the hallway, while another Limoli said.
[Page 9]
Limoli said a sheriffs car resaid. "What can you do? Some had threw him into his bedroom.
riot gear on and they just engulfed "They told me 1 was going to ceived a minor scratch and a FairBaseball team bats to the top of Mid-Con.
get arrested if I came out of the born paddy wagon received a dent
the place."
[Page 11]
The Friday night disturbance room," said Pittroff, who isconsid- from a beer bottle.
"There were a lot of people in
centered around a noise complaint ering legal action.
received by Fairborn police about Pittroff said he was also upset the street, but everything was un10 p.m., according to Fairborn about officers ordering eight to 10 der control," said Pittroff, who
Chronicles • 2
Sports • 11
of his friends, some who had been added a friend standing outside his
police Capt. James Limoli.
Opinion • 4
Classifieds • 15
Police told the band playing the drinking, to leave the apartment. apartment was maced by an officer
Spotlight • 7
Comics • 15
party — Grafton — to mm down "I told the police ... I wanted and another student threw a punch
the volume. Limoli said further them to stay," he said. "At first at an officer.
By GREG BILLING
News Editor
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
ARRESTS
A 19-year-old male was ar5TsTAre :
For the
A 20-ycar-old male was ar- rested on May 7 in Allyn Hall Parkrested in Allyn Hall Parking ing Lot for open container and unweek of
Lot on May 7 for under age der age consumption.
May 3 consumption and open conA 19-year-old male was arMay 8
tainer.
rested in Allyn Hall parking Lot on
A 20-year-old male was ar- May 7 for open container and unness.
rested in the May Daze area of der age consumption.
A 22-year-old male was arAllyn Lot on May 7 for disorA 22-year-old male was arrested on May 8 in Springwood
rested
on
May
7
in
Allyn
Hall
Parkderly conduct and under age
consumption.
ing Lot for obstructing official busi- Lane for disorderly conduct.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, MAY 12
• Writing Center: Grammar
Workshop, 3 p.m. To register call
873-4186.
• CD-ROM Instruction.
Fordham Library, 11 a.m.
• Classified Staff Advisory
Council, Large Conference Room
in the Administrative Wing of Allyn Hall, 3:30 p.m.
• Artist Series: Gina Niwa, piano, 8 pjn.. Creative Arts Center
Concert Hall. For more information call 873-2900.
• "Eyes On Fire: The Rhythm
and Spirit of African-American
Artists of Ohio," The Dayton Art
Institute, exhibit runs through J une
10. For more information call 2235277
• Campus Scholarship campaign begins. Campaign runs
through May 28.
• Oklahoma: WSU Creative
Aits Center Festival Theatre, 8 p.m.
Show runs through May 30.
Ft r more information call 8732500.
• Inspecting Carol: Victoria
Theatre, 8 p.m. Show runs through
May 16. For more information call
228-3630.
•A Moon ForThe Misbegotten:
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park.
Show runs through May 23. For
more information call 421-3888.

• Spring Quarter General Faculty Meeting, Medical Sciences
Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
• Steve Lawrence & Eydie
• University Flute Choir, CreGorme: 7:30 p.m. at the Nutter ative Arts Center Concert Hall, 8
Center. For more information call p.m.
873-4789.
• UCB Video: Singles, Raths• Seminar. "An autocrine role keller, 5 p.m. Also shown on
for interleukin 5 in B cell growth," Wednesday at noon, Thursday at
11a.m., 270 Milieu Hall.
11 a.m. and Friday at 6 p.m.
The guest speaker will be Dr.
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds,
Michael Baumann of the Depart- noon. For more information call
ment of Medicine at Veteran's Ad- 276-8325.
ministration Medical Center in
Dayton.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 19
• College of Engineering and
Computer Science Spring Quarter
• Communication Conference:
Faculty Meeting, 9 a.m., 144 Russ "Lighting the Way to Your FuCenter.
ture," 155 University Center, 10
• Junior Recital, 3 p.m„ Cre- a.m. to 4:50 p.m. Runs through
ative Arts Center Concert Hall.
May 20. For more information call
• WSU Cinema: Apocalypse 873-2145 or 873-2710.
Now, 8 p.m., 116 Health Sciences
• Vocal Jazz Ensemble, CreBuilding. Also shown Saturday ai ative Arts Center Concert Hall, 8
8 p.m.
p.m.
• Microbiology and Immunol• CD-ROM Instruction,
ogy Seminar "An Autocrine Role Fordham Library, 1 pjn.
for Interleukirf 5 in Human B Cell
Growth," 270 Milieu Hall, 11 a.m.
THURSDAY, MAY 20
The guest speaker will be Dr.
Michael Baumann of the V A Medi • Classified Staff Advisory
cal Center in Dayton.
Council, 3:30 p.m., large conferFRIDAY, MAY 14

SATURDAY, MAY 15
• Faculty Recital, Creative Arts
Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, MAY 16

THURSDAY, MAY 13

OTHER CASES
A case of criminal damaging
occurred in Springwood Lane on
May 7.
The total value of the damaged
property is SI25.14.
A case of criminal damaging
occurred in Allyn Hall Parking Lot
on May 7.
The total value of the damaged

SG grad assistant
delivers speech

A Student Government graduate assistant presented a 75-minute
presentation at the National Association of Graduate and Professional Students National Conference on April 1, held at the University of Colorado.
Ganesh Narayanswami, an international student from India, attended the conference and spoke
on the topic of metropolitan universities titled "Model University:
A Systems Approach to the Metropolitan University Concept"
Wright State was used as an
example, as one of the pioneers in
the metropolitan university movement.
The audience consisted of about
40 delegates from schools around
the nation. Through this presentation , delegates from the University
of Missouri-Si. Louis and Georgetown University found out their
universities were metropolitan universities.
The purpose behind the presentation was to get the delegates thinkence room in the Administrative ing about the mission and the role
Wing of Allyn Hall.
• Economic Club: Health Care
America, 2-4 p.m., University Cafeteria extension. There will be four
speakers with different views on
this issue.
Faculty Member of the

• UCB Roadtrip: Canoe Trip to
FRIDAY, MAY 21
• Student Recital, 12:30 p.m.. River's Edge, leave Rike Parking
Creative Aits Center Concert Hall. Lot at 10 a.m.
• Seminar: "Genetic analysis of
• UCB Concert: Pure Plastic
• WSUCinema: The Last Wave, stress response in Bacillus subtilis,"
Tree, 7 p.m., Rathskeller.
116 Health Sciences Building, 7 11 a.m., 270 Milieu Hall. The guest
• Biochemistry and Molecular p.m.
speaker will be Dr. Uldis Streips of
Biology Seminar "Light Damage
the Department of Microbiology
to the Retina: Animal Models and
MONDAY, MAY 17
and Immunology at the University
Possible Clinical Correlates," 035
of Louisville.
Medical Sciences Building, 11:30
• Writing Center APA Format
a.m.
Workshop, noon. To register 873MONDAY, MAY 24
The guest speaker will be Dr. 4186.
Charlotte E. Reme of the Univer• CD-ROM Instruction,
• Troy Toasimastcrs Club #3453
sity hospital in Zurich, Switzer- Fordham Library, 10 p.m.
dinner meeting, 6 p.m.. Traditions
land.
Restaurant in Troy. For more in• CD-ROM Instruction,
TUESDAY, MAY 18
| formation call Bob Straker at 335Fordham Library, noon.
7434 or Alice Hmes at 339-2344.

property is S200.
An attempted aggravated
burglary occurred on Zink
Road. Nothing was reported
stolen, but some damage was
done.
There was a theft in t
Health Sciences Buildinr
May 7.
The total amount
the
stolen property is S62

of the existing and the future institutions of higher learning, and their
close relationship with the surrounding community.
This was the first time a graduate representative from Wright
State University participated in
such an endeavor. Narayanswami
was invited to be on two panels,
which discussed the different aspects of International Education.
He talked about his volunteer
efforts with the local community
and was commended on his efforts
to work closely with the Miami
Valley community as part of his
overall learning process.
Kent State University has already demonstrated an interest in
having him speak tc their Graduate
Student Government and share his
experiences with them.
Later, at the information exchange session, Wright State
University's booth was recognized
as the most colorful and vibrant.
Multi-cultural diversity was one of
the leading themes at the confer-

Student Goverment announces its
student and faculty award winners
Year — Dr. Rishi Kumar
Administrator of the
Year—Dr. HaroldNixon
Community Leader of

the Year — Fred Weber
Staff Member of the
Year —Denise Clark
Student of the Year —
Bob Hale

ATTENTION: INFORMATION/COMPUTER
SCIENCE GRADS
IBM AS/400 skills and experience can put you on tha t u t track to
the career you era a s k i n g . Software Alternatives, Inc. can teach
you those skills through our AS/ 400 training program. Our summer
training program begins In June with classes conducted In both
Cincinnati and Dayton. This la a tee based training program which
may Include placement services upon successful
completion. You will l«arn the concepts, programming
skills, and design and analysis techniques to give you
the expertise the current Job market is demanding. For
more details, or to apply for our summer program,
call 793-7200.
- ...
..
S o t t w a r e A l t e r n a t i v e s . Inc.
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Lucasville prison life paints distorted picture
By DAWN E. LEGER
Assistant News Editor

mind' is just a myth and actually a
phenomenal thing."
He said the inmates are "very
The aftermath of the Southern ingenious people who can construct
Ohio Correctional Facility's 11 -day anything out of anything" — insiege las; month may have left hor- cluding afirearmmade with tylenol,
rendous impressions on the minds toothpaste, ball point pen and other
of many, but some feel the realities simple items.
of prison lifearc more often than not
In addition to such ingenuity, he
misrepresented.
said the inmates have their own valAccording tc Mandal Haas, a ues and code of ethics, are creative
second year medical student, the and talented.
inmates are placed in stereotypes
Tattoos and paper drawings Haas
which typically underestimate their said he saw inside the facility exemintelligence, creativity and physical plified "incredible artistic ability."
strength.
Haas said of almost400 inmates
Haas, who is part ofalocal medi- he helped examine, most were amcal unit with the Army National bulatory and appeared in good health
Guard, observed the character of About 10 who were wounded and
many inmates whom he helped ex- sick, he said, were sent out first
amine after the April 21 surrender. followed bv the leaders, who came
"Nothing <ats real experience," out in groups of 20.
said Haas. "The so-called 'criminal
Haas added he was at first sur-

SPRING
BLOOD
DRIVE
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY'S
SPRING B L O O D DRIVE
MONDAY, MAY 17, 1992
FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
IN 041 -043 UNIVERSITY CENTER
TWO AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN
TO THE GROUP WITH THE
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF
D O N O R S IN 3 C A T E G O R I E S .
1. GREEK ORGANIZATIONS
2. RESIDENT ORGANIZATIONS
3. STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
PLEASE DONATE, DON'T LET
THE BLOOD DONORS BECOME
EXTINCT.
CO-SPONSORS RESIDENCE SERVICES,
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AND ORIENTATION,
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

the remaining hostage guards.
"Seeing them released was the
most satisfactory moment. That was
a very emotional experience for me,"
he said.
Haas said although the hostages
probably went through a lot of mental torture, they did not show any
obvious signs of trauma.
Walking into the prison facility,
he said, was "very intimidating, an
inner shock." He added that the feelprised when he saw the inmates.
ings of stress, tension, frustration
"It's not the picture you have in and anger "were in the air."
mind. Initially they don't look as
Haas said he agrees that
you'd expect and you never know understaffing, tuberculosis testing
what they'rereallylike until you're of black Muslims and placing black
five feet in front of them," he said. inmates together with white inmates
He described the inmates as re- contributed to the fight-turned-riot
maining peaceful, being very strong incident.
physically and appearing frightened
"I believe that (TB testing) was
of the surrounding police force.
the biggest catalyst which set the
Haas also helped examine ali of ball rolling," he said.

£8?

4 7 " e all live with
V V this false
security, but it takes
an event like this to
really touch your
life"
—Mandal Haas

Mandal Haas
Haas said he feels an incident
such as this has the potential to reoccur.
"We all live with this false security, but it takes an event like this to
really touch your life," he added.

JUST DEUX IT.

Get your complimentary
p a s s e s to

HOT
SHOTS!
PART DEUX

TMTJEffl CENTURY FOX Pre»fc A JIM A8RAHMS An CHARLE
I SHFEN HOTSHOS
I ! PART DEUX LLOYD BRD
I GES
VALERA
I GOUNO BcfiNDA BAKKE an) RC
I HARD CRENNA "5BASIL POLEDOURS
I SSMARY JMLJN
CAMPBELL
#*wrvinvT«camera • • * £

B r i n g t h i s a d t o The Guardian
and receive a complimentary
pass for two to the preview
s c r e e n i n g o f Hot Shots/ Part
Deux. T h e s c r e e n i n g w i l l b e h e l d
W e d n e s d a y , M a y 19th at 7:30
at the S a l e m Mall Cinemas, 520
Salem Ave, Dayton.
Passes

compliments
of Twentieth
Fox and The Guardian.

Century

One pass per person. Offer available while supplies last.

ill The Guardian
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weekly during the regular ichool year utd monlhly during
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Uruvemty and ^ printed on recycled paper Officea are
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disapprove of any advertising copy m accordance with any
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Daze craziness underlines need
for campus-wide student everts
No excuse for
oficials to clamp
down on parties

VEtLTHATS
THE PLANET EARTH.
5HOULO I TELL THE
ATTACK FORCE TO
INVADE?

4ERE

By DAN HOCKENSMITH
Op-Ed Editor
Ahhh....Another May Daze has
passed. All that we're left with are a
few broken bottles and our memories. And a God-glazed preacher
roams the Quad, warning us of dire
consequences if we do not change
our heathen boozing ways.
By now I would assume that everyone knows about the "riot" that
What WSU needs is not to limit the
occurred after students packed up
the Daze and moved it to Forest Daze. This is my first year at Wright
Lane. I was in attendance that night, State. It seems to me that the only
time our students collectively interbut I left before
the cops ar- = = = = = = = = = act on a large-scale basis are two
days, in October and May. The rest
rived. AHIsaw y ( s e e m s , 0
of the year (save when the basketwere about 400
•
people stand- -M.IT16 that the ball team is on a roll) we hide from
ing around, lis- only time our each other.
WSU needs to let its students blow
em
t0 3
'band,
; thaving
students COl- off steam more often. The "riot" at
a
Bucky's wasn't some kind of devigood time, lectively
Sure, they were interact On a ous grunge-culture plot to undermine society. It was simply a bunch
a little loud, but large-scale
of students celebrating after a long,
it wasn't as if
cold winter and a week of midterms.
Genghis Khan b a s i s a r e t w o
I've been talking to students about
and the Golden d a y s , in O c the Daze all week, and the general
Horde had de- , o b e r a n d
consensus seems to be: We want
scended on
more. Perhaps a Renaissance festiFairborn. I'm M a y .
val could be held. Or someone could
not quite sure
look intoorganizing an "Alternative
why 13 police
agencies had to be called to suppress Day" featuring fire-swallowers, Mr.
Lifto, etc. One person that I talked to
this youth menace to society.
I'm sure that the second-guessers said that WSU has no need for anare already r {in full force, trying to other Daze-style event because "we
figure out now to keep our students do more of these things than other
in line in the future. Perhaps the universities." Since when do we rest
"riot's" legacy will be a ban on the on our laurels around here? If we
sale of beer at the Daze, or even want another Daze, let's let the people
elimination of either or both Daze. in charge of programming know it!
Banning alcohol sales at the Daze
Tothosenatteringnabobsof negasolves nothing. Let's face it. If not
tivism, I offer the following:

NO XT lOCtt UKc

THEY RE PEW:Y FWUS
POLLUTED RIVER'S.
K oeCAY1N(> 07 3NE LAYER
E WOULDN'T LWT
TWO ver<.s DOVM

I

've been talking tG students about the Daze
all week, and the general
consensus seems to be:
We want more.
for beer, many students wouldn't
give the Daze a second glance.
That's a shortcoming of society in
general, not the university's fault.
As far as beer-swilling goes, if
people can't buy it at the Daze,
they'll buy it off-campus. And alcohol-related mischief goes on
every day on campus, not just when
the Daze vendors are around.
The Daze and anything else like
them need to be moved out of the
parking lots. Moving mass student
events to the grasslands over by
Kauffman Ave. would cause no
loss of student parking. Sure,
people might actually have to walk
to get there, but people do that just
to get to class every day.
Besides, by the time people
walked from an event to Forest
Lane, they would be too tired to
"riot."
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Mandatory class not key to diversity awareness
In regard to the letter "WSU
classrooms ignore student
uniqueness," from April 28,
1993,1 must differ with the
conclusions the author draws.
The writer asks if Wright
State can "celebrate uniqueness
and diversity." This is in itself a
contradiction, a contradiction
that holds true throughout ner
letter. Why should something
that is to be celebrated, be
enforced? Celebration is for a
goal attained. Enforcement is for
a law. The diversity the author
and I seek is for a goal, not a

law.
The author cites several statements by professors that are admittedly absurd.
More important to furthering
diversity and respect, is not requiring more courses (which she has
shown to have low attendance) but
the responses to the statements
made. What did the students say?
Did they argue? Did a discussion
ensue? Or did everyone shake their
heads in disbelief, in the hopes
everyone saw the absurdity of the
statements?
Education is the goal of Wright

W

hy should some
thing that is to be
celebrated, be enforced?
Celebration is for a goal
attained.

State. The author is correct in
believing t^at ethnic and social
education be among them. Enforcing a required class would not help
this end. Doing this will only
entrench bigots into an "us against

them mentality" and close
minds that may be open. W
we need is open discussion. . le
author should name the professors not protect their ignorance.
Only by discussing absurd ideas
can their absurdity be shown tc
everyone.
The diversity statement is a
goal. Putting it in writing did not
make it exist, nor will making
more diversity requirements
make them exist.
Scott Calaway
Junior, Philosophy

THE FRIENDLY DISAGREEMENT
ON THE LEFT
For those out there who still
believe that global warming is a
myth, I encourage you to read
the hundreds of books, periodicals, papers, etc. including 47
government documents that our
library has citing the effects and
hazards of global warming,
instead of trying to condense
them into 250 words.
The fact is that global warming is a very real threat that can
be dealt with for not only environmental but fiscal benefits.
The Department of
Agriculture,for instance, has
repeatedly had report findings
that indicate massive losses
within the U.S. agricultural
market are probable if global
warming trends continue, not to
mention the effects that this
would have on the hundreds of
millions of subsistence farmers
worldwide.
On the upside, areportcalled
the Policy Implications of
Greenhouse Warming, which
[President George] Bush's own
Director of White House Office

ON THE RIGHT
of Science and Technology
hailed as a superb report ,
found that if we act quickly, the
United States could reduce or
offset its greenhouse emissions
by between 10 and 40 percent
of 1990 levels at low cost or at
some net savings.
Changes such as the development of more effective gas
turbines and the greater use of
co-generation techniques can
increase the amount of energy
extracted from the primary fuel
from around 30 to 60 percent.
Reforestation programs and
better public transportation
systems would also aid in
fighting global warming.
Economically, environmental
responsibility such as this
would create new jr-u markets
and preserve others such as
agriculture. Global warming is
not just an environmental
necessity, but an economic
imperative.
Toby Pinkerton
College Democrats

Here are some interesting statistics about how C02 is "destroying"
the Earth. Atmospheric pressure is
14.7 psi. The radius of the Earth is
about 4,000 miles. C02 constituted
about .04 percent of the atmosphere
in 1950. Now C02 comprises .06
percent of the atmosphere. We can
calculate the Earth's surface to be .8
billion billion sq. in.
The atmosphere weighs 11.9
billion lbs, equivalent to about 6
million billion tons. Now .04 percent
is 2,400 billion tons in 1950, now it
is 3,600 billion tons. Human activity
currently releases 6 billion tons per
year, while "Mother Earth" releases
200 billion also known as nonhuman activity (oceans, trees, Mt.
Pinatubo, Mauna Loa, etc). Now if
we compare 3,600 billion tons to the
human activity thatreleases6 billion
tons per year. Simple division tell
you that if every molecule of human-released C02 at the current rate
of production stayed in the atmosphere, it would take 200 years for
the post 1950 change to be matched.
Even going back 200 years before
thf; onset of the evil Industrial

Revolution, for every CO? molecule from every car, factory,
steamboat, campfire, barbecue, it
still wouldn't account for the
change in C02 since 1950. Using
the fact that "Mother Earth" puts
out 200 billion lbs. of C02 per
year and the change in levels from
1950 to the present, it only takes
about 12 years for a C02 molecule
to be recycled back out of the
atmosphere. Human activity
carried out at its present rate
indefinitely cannot possibly account for more than six percent of
the observed change in C02. Even
shutting off civilization or even
killing everyone, could only have a
tiny effect on global warming, if
there is a such thing. This leaves us
with two questions. Are environmentalists green outside or red
inside? Since humanity can't
possibly be the cause of Earth's socalled rising C02 levels, isn't it
abouttimeto start wondering what
is?
Richard F. Ryczek
Treasurer, College Republicans
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Cults may be hazardous
By BECKY RUEF
Assistant News Editor

unhealthy groups will not.
The danger signals in joining
these groups includes cult mem"There are all different kinds of bers telling possible recruits they
high pressure groups, but what cannot associate with family and
we're concerned about are any kind friends, they demand money from
of group that limits freedom, espe- recruits and tell them they have to
cially the freedom to be different," drop out of school
said Rev. Ellis Harsham, director
"Because we are a public instiof campus ministry.
tution, we can't restrict people at
He added, "the most important all from the public areas of the
way to tell a healthy group from an campus," said Harsham.
unhealthy group is, first of all. if
He added that the only places
they refuse to answer questions." that these high pressure groups can
Harsham said that he advises be restricted from are the classstudents to be a questioner. Stu- rooms, dorm rooms and possibly
dents should ask questions like the the cafeteria.
following: where do you get your
Harsham also said the univerfunding, is your group affiliated sity does not have to let everybody
vith other groups across the coun- bccome an official student group.
try and who is the leader of the The university doe have guidelines
group.
for groups who want to become
Harsham said that legitimate official student groups.
groups will answer questions, but
"I don't think that we have a big

Construction
is not
restricted
to Wright
State
Eleven intersections along
Colonel Glenn Highway will received uaffic signal upgradings,
with ti.e work scheduled to be completed by Oct 15.
The following areas designated
to receive work are:
•Skyline Drive East Ramp
•Skyline Drive West Ramp
•Signal Hill
•Grange Hall and National
Roads
•Zink Road
•University entrance
•University Boulevard and
Main Road
•Center Park Boulevard and
Center Road
•North Fairfield Road and
Achilles Hill
•State Route 444 Ramp
•Warner Drive
There will be temporary lane
closure during working hours only
with the signal upgradings and the
work should be finished by October 15.
Paving is also underway on
Colonel Glenn Highway, ranging
from the Fairborn corporation line
to the Grange Hall Road and National Road Intersection. The paving began May 10 and continues
until July 25, and will reduce traffic to one lane at all times.

problem here, it's a very small problem hererightnow, but it could get
worse," said Harsham.
According to Harsham, the
University of Cincinnati has had
problems with a group in the past.
He said high pressure groups have
learned to target leader types,
whereas in the past they targeted
loners.
Harsham added the library has
been a popular recruiting place and
members of these groups would sit
and watch for students alone, then
approach them about joining their
group.
According to Harsham, this
technique is call jve bombing.
Information about high-pressure groups will be included in a
pamphlet that will be handed out
during student orientation this summer. For more info, contact the
Campus Ministry at 426-1836.

Society
NATIONAL BANK

Part-time positions available in our
Check Processing Department.
Benefits include:
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Flexible Scheduling
Hours are approximately:
M o n d a y t h r o u g h Friday, 3-9 p m
S a t u r d a y 12 p m - 5 p m
P o s i t i o n s a v e r a g e b e t w e e n 15 - 2 0 h o u r s p e r
week, working 3 days per week. We offer a
s t a r t i n g p a y of $ 5 . 5 0 p e r h o u r , t h i s i n c l u d e s
b a s e p a y p l u s a n 8 % s h i f t p r e m i u m pay.
P o t e n t i a l for i n c r e a s e a r e b a s e d on
p r o d u c t i v i t y a n d q u a l i t y of w o r k .
If y o u h a v e a n y q u e s t i o n s c o n c e r n i n g t h e s e
positions, contact Don Wheeler Monday
t h r o u g h Friday, noon to 7 p m a t 226-6242.
You m a y c o m p l e t e a n E m p l o y m e n t Application
M o n d a y , Tuesday, T h u r s d a y or F r i d a y 9 a m to
11 a m a n d 1 p m to 3 p m . We d o not accept
a p p l i c a t i o n s on Wednesday.
SOCIETY
NATIONAL BANK
Human Resources
34 N o r t h M a i n St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402
EOE M/F/H/V

Engineering students, faculty honored
Tltc College of Engineering and
Computer Science honored thirteen students and four faculty members at the 14th Annual Awards
Banquet on May 7.
The following received outstanding student awards in each
department:
Alicia M. Woyton, biomedical
engineering; Douglas Brungart,
computer engineering; Mark
Tuttle, computer science; William
J. Giffen, human factor engineering; Vikas Mehrotra, electricai engineering; Patrick Popp, engineering physics; William Jeffrey
Reeder, material science and engineering; Scott W. Kreiuer, mechanical engineering.
The dean's award, given to an
engineering student who has made
an outstanding contribution of service to the college, was shared this
year by biomedical engineering
students Andrea Feldmann and Sue

Seitz.
The Suggestion for the Dean
Program Award, given to students
for submitting the best suggested
improvements in the collcgc w
to the following:
Barrie Timpe, compu' engineering; Amy Dommctt.i mputer
science major and Carr i Baker,
biomedical engineer.
Faculty awards we
the following:
Dr. Raghavan Sriniva jn.dept.
of mechanical and materials engineering, forexcellence in research;
Dr. Larry Smith, dept. of electrical
engineering, forexcellence in professional service;
Dr. Marian Kazimierczuk.dept.
of electrical engineering, for excellence in leaching and Dr. Thomas Hangartner, dept of biomedical and human factorsengiruciing,
for outstanding faculty membership.

Earn Extra
Cash!
You can bank on us.
New & 30 day
INACTIVE
DONORS:
1st Visit $25
2nd Visit $20
3rd Visit $20
4th Visit $20
Donations

must

be within (14)
day period.

REGULAR
DONORS:
1101b.-149 lb.

Q plasma alliance
|r

1st Visit $ 1 5 per week
2 n d Visit $ 1 7 per week
1501b. & Above
1st Visit $15 per week
2 n d Visit $20 per week
Donations
Sunday

must be made

thru Saturday.

"people helping people '"

165 Helena St, Dayton, Ohio
CAli FOR INFO &
I.D. REQUIREMENTS
224-1973
RTA Bus 22
7 Days/Week
Mon.-Thur. 6:30 am-8:30 pm
Fri. 6:30 am-7:00 pm
Sat. & Sun. 8:00 am-4:00 pm
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Mini-U teaches about nature, technology
dren to visit at their leisure. There
arc computer centers, library centers, science and housekeeping cenWhere on campus can you find ters, along with other day-to-day
Terminator, the black and white living and learning stations. The
lop-eared rabbit, or Hampy, the animals kept in each classroom are
hamster or even Sarah, the turtle? the shared responsibility of every
What class can you take where you child.
Nature is paid particular attenget a two-hour nap, two snacks and
swings for your outdoor enjoy- tion to on the childrens' walks in
the woods, and identifying flowment?
Well, sorry folks, but the pre- ers, birds and even a spider or two
requisites for his course include is considered great fun. The
being between the ages of two and children's curiosity about their en12. Yes, a new breed of students vironment is encouraged and
live it up at the Mini-University on supplemented with the various resources at hand. When an animal
the WSU campus.
The pitter-patter of little feet or insect is unidentifiable, the Bican be heard throughout one build- ology Department on campus is
ing nestled off University Boule- often called upon to satisfy the
vard. Mini-University, the WSU children's curiosity.
The children develop motor
Child Development Center caters
to the needs of faculty, staff and skills and communication skills
students. The first child care center essential to their basic every day
in Greene county to be accredited lives at the Mini-University. This
by the National Academy of Early typeof hands-on learning approach
Childhood Programs, Mini-Uni- prepares the children for active inversity opened its doors in 1987 volvement in their home and comand has since been in considerable munity.
Mini-University teachers
demand.
The Mini-University handles strongly believe in parent partici150 children each day, according pation in children's education. For
to Joan Zobrist, Mini-U director, the parents' convenience and refwith approximately 1. children and erence, a bulletin board containing
two instructors per classroom. Ev- information about menus, daily
ery teacher is trained in early child- schedules, classroom goals and
hood education, and instructors objectives is posted outside each
believe in the philosophy of learn- classroom. A "Daily Discovery"
ing through play for all age groups. sheet detailing what the children
Each room at the Mini-U con- learned or what activities were actains learning centers for the chil- complished throughout the day is
By VALAR1E VELIMES1S
Special Writer

WSU international students
with problems go to the International Student Programs (ISP) office for assistance. One of the
people they can talk to is Manan
Liu.
Liu brings aspecial understanding of the challenges facing international students to her job. The
graduate assistant came to WSU
from Hunan, China in 1986 as an
exchange student.
"One thing that I have noticed
in the last three years is that more
people are opening up to foreign
cultures," Liu says.
According to ISP records, 365

international students from 51
countries spanning the alphabet
from Afghanistan to Zambia attend classcs at WSU. The three
largest student populations are Indian, Chinese and Taiwanese.
WSU's Thai student representation has increased dramatically
in recent years, Liu savs. She believes the increase in the number of
Thai students is due to an ISP office worker who sends letters and
information about WSU to a bank
in Thailand. The bank helps many
Thai students finance their studies
abroad.
ISP is divided into three offices, according to Liu. Two offices deal with international student concerns. The Exchange Pro-

7

Campus

Clubs

Black Student Union
The purpose of the Black
Student Union is to unite black
students and make them successful through areas of academic growth, political mobility and social and cultural
awareness. BSU organizes
Black History Month, an African-American Weekend
Getaway, lectures, performers and many other events
throughout the academic year.
Call John Rogers in at 8733660 for more details.

MInl-Unlverslty Instruction quenches children's curiosities.
also available outside the classrooms.
Going one step further to make
sure each child enjoys and benefits
from time spent in the classroom is
no problem at the Mini-University. An observation room where
parents can watch their children
through a one-way window isadjaccnt to each classroom.

Parents planning on putting a
child in daycare anytime soon
should plan ahead, Zobrist said.
The average amount of lime a
child's name spends on a daycare
wailing list is 12-18 months.
This can be time well spent if
see "Minl-U"
continued on page 10

International Student Programs takes on problems
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
Op-Ed Editor

The Guardian

gram office deals with U.S. citizens wishing to pursue their academic careers in foreign lands.
"ISP helps international students adjust to their new surroundings," Liu says. ISP recruits students, provides assistance with
admissions and registration and
coordinate Housing and employment opportunities.
M(Ht international students live
on campus, Liu says. These students have the option of participating ir the Multicultural Living Program which features U.S. and foreign students living together, or
being assigned to regular residential communities. ISP also places
students with host families who
invite the students to their homes

on holidays and special occasions.
"They (students) are insecure
in a new area. They need warmth,"
Liu explains.
ISP recently presented its ninth
annual Friendship Affair. The program featured 14 display booths
and dancing performances by international students and local ethnic groups.
Faculty judges at the Friendship Affair named the Indian display Most Comprehensive. StudentsfromBangladesh were named
Most Creative. Most Attractive
honors went to the Thai delegation.
•ee "ISP"

continued on page 10

Business Professionals
of America
The Business Professionals of America dedicate themselves to the development of
business professionalism and
provide the opportunity for
the development of leadership skills, personal and professional growth and careercivic responsibility. The organization also promotes understanding of the business
community. The group participates in state and national
competitions and service
projects and is affiliated with
the Business Professionals of
America-National Post-Secondary Division. The
organization's national service project is Special Olympics. For additional information. contact Teresa Gray by
mailbox 1541.
Campus Clubs, a weekly
feature o/The Guardian Spotlight section, returns next
week. Organizations interested in appearing in Campus
Clubs and clubs hostingforthcoming events should submit
a briefstatement outlining the
mission of the organization
and the purpose of the event
to Martha Howard. 046 UC.
Submit information at least
two weeks before the event
and include the name of the
club chair or contact person
and a telephone number or
mailbox where that person
may be reached.
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Daryl Jasper (above) and Inn-ovation funked up the May Daze
crowd Friday. Kathleen McGirty,
University Center Program
Coordinator, said the band may
return for future Daze. Events
sponsored by the Campus America
Tour drew onlookers and
oartlclpants, such as Lehl Benton
(middle right). Benton, a freshman
English major, defeated Rob
McDonald In an untradltlonal sumo
wrestling match. The balloon toss
drenched a *ew students, but spirits
were never st aked. Daze-goers
consumed approximately 45 kegs
of beer In six hours. Lines at the
porta-johns rivaled only those at
the beer trucks.
photos by Scott Cozzollno and Dave Hwang

Daze offers something for all
Weather brings out revelers in droves
By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor
Nearly 5,000 students, faculty, staff
and others ate, drank and made merry
under the water tower Friday at May Daze
"93. "It's a good turnout for May Da/e,"
said Sherry Reed, UCB Special Events
chair.
Though the total attendance lagged
behind that of October Daze, organizers
collected more money at the May Daze
gate than at the fall quarter event, according to Kathleen McGirty, University
Center Program Coordinator. Reed
attributed the increased turnout at October

Daze to President Clinton's visit to
campus the same day.
Both McGirty and Reed declared this
year's May Daze a success. They said
many booths sold out of their wares and
had to replenish stock during the middle of
the day.
"1 think people's profits were goo .
becausc of the weather," Reed said.
Along with the Daze's fundrak' ng
efforts, Inn-o-vation, a New Orleans-based
funk band, entertained audiences; II
afternoon.
Organizers searched for an act offering
something different from groups booked at
previous events.

"When we
decided on Inn-ovation, we looked
at bands who
would unite various groups," McGirty
said. She believes Inn-o-vation achieved
this goal. "If you looked around the site,
people were bouncing around everywhere."
The Campus America Tour, cosponsored by the WSU Bookstore and
Reebok, also drew crowds. Daze-goers
received complimentary food, magazines,
caps and mwe from Campus America
booths. "It complemented the event very
well," McGirty said.
"I think it's nice to always have
something extra." Reed added.
McGirty ana Reed complemented all

those in attendance at this year's May
Daze for their conduct. Though McGirty
estimated thirsty patrons emptied 45 kegs
of beer, she said few disruptions occurred.
"People cleared out of there when they
were asked to leave," she said.
Public Safety arrested one person for
disorderly conduct and underage consumption in the Daze area. Four other
arrests occurred in the Allyn Lot while the
Daze progressed.
Reed credited some of the event's
success to the assistance donated by Beta
Theta Phi, Lambda Union and the remainder of the clean-up crew.
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ConDel offers hands-on learning
By RON OSBURN
Associate Writer

Thefirstconferenceswere oneday affairs with only WSU alumni
as participants; it then went to a
The eighth annual WSU Com- formal where area communication
munication Conference, ConDel, professionals receive pay for paris slated for Wednesday and Thurs- ticipating.
day, May 19 and 20.
ConDel now brings together
ConDel, an acronym derived area professionals in the field of
from the words "conference" and communication who participate
"development," is a product of the free of charge, sharing their experCommunication 445/645 class tise and career experience. This
taught by Beverly Byrum-Robin- year,as with every year since 1985,
son, professor of communication. approximately one-third of the 22
The Department
scheduled
of Cor.imuniCa— ——-———— participants
tion
offers
are
WSU
Ci
think we have a
ConDel during
alumni. Last
Winter
and
y e a r ' s
JL broader range of ConDel drew
Spring quarters
with the express topics and we'll be able
more than 500
purpose of giving
people.
to
appeal
to
a
wider
stuck, nts the opAlthough
portunity lo plan
the conferrange of interests this
and present a proence and banfessional confer- year."
quet
take
ence and banplace in the
—Jessica Zlotkowski Spring, work
quet.
"The purpose __________ — — — o n ConDel beof Con Del is twogins on the
fold," Byrum-Robinson says. first day of Winter quarter, accord"One, it's a hands-on learning ex- ing to Jessica Zlotkowski, 1993
perience for students. And two, conference coordinator.
students get the opportunity to de"Winter quarter is the primary
velop and execute a professional planning stage," Zlotkowski says.
conference and participate in doc u- The students' chief task this quarmenting the results."
ter is to execute and evaluate the
The idea for ConDel originated conference.
at a communication department
Zlotkowski isexcited about this
retreat in 1979. "Bob Pruett, who year's ConDel. "I think we have a
was the department chair at the broader range of topics and we'll
time, thought it would be a good be able to appeal to a wider range
idea to stage a communication con - of interests this year," she says.
ference," Liyrum-kobinson reAn annual survey of students,
members. "And," she adds, laugh- faculty and staff helps the ConDel
ingly, "because 1 was teaching a team assess what topics interest the
class in conference leadership at WSU community.
the time, it sort of fell on me (to
Byrum-Robinson realizes
stage one)."
ConDel has a reputation as "the

class from Hell," but she feels the
benefits outweigh the negatives.
Although being involved in
ConDel involves a large time investment, "students, within the experience of planning and executing this conference, get to sec the
tangible results of their efforts,"
Byrum-Robinson says. "They learn
important skills that'll be useful to
them in the long run."
ConDel students prepare and
present organizational status reports and budget evaluations and
recommendations. They also contact speakers and do the mundane,
logistical support services that are
necessary in staging a professional
conference, Zlo'kow i says.
"What I get out of it is that I
lived through it," she laughs, "and
that it can be done. It's hard work,"
she exclaims emphatically.
Byrum-Robinson agrees. The
amount of work involved, the documentation necessary and the myriad
details to attend tooften overwhelm
ConDel students, "but it always
comes together," sne notes.
According to Byrum-Robinson,
her students surprise themselves
with how r.iuch they accomplish
when organizing and executing
ConDel.
"They surprise themselves," she
smiles, "but not me."
The theme of this year's conference is "Lighting the Way to
Your Future." ConDel guest speakers include representatives from
NCR and Mead Data, plus Mike
Hansock from WHIO-TV, among
others.
All workshops are held in 155A,
155Band 155CUC and are open to
all students, faculty and alumni.
For more information, contact
Byrum-Robinson at 873-2710.
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capsule reviews
FILM

Apocalypse Now • • • • •

«

/A

Thisfilmis one of the great visual pleasures in cinema history.
Unfortunately, it is just a shadow of itself on video. It will also just
be a shadow of itself withUCB's 16 mm print and mediocre sound
system. (Scott Copeland) Showing Friday and Saturday in 11
Health Sciences at 8 p.m.

The Lust Wave * • • • •

Witness is director Peter Weir's brilliant look at Amish
through policeman Harrison Ford's eyes. The Last Wave is diiec
tor Peter Weir's brilliant look at Aborigine life through lawyer
R ic hard Cham berlai n's eyes.(Scou Copeland) Showing Sunday in
116 Health Sciences at 7 p.m.

Singles • • •

Writer-director Cameron Crowe (Say Anything...) once again
brings us a movie with good humor and brilliant dialogue. Unfortunately, this time he fails to create three-dimensional
charactcrs.(Scott Copeland) Showing next week on vide n the
Rat.

MUSIC

Lords of the Underground
Here Come the Lords • • • •
The Lords kick funk so thick you need a spoon to take in all of
it Marly Marl works well with this new trio outta Jersey, keeping
true to the street "underground" vibe of hip-hop. Not the Kings,
the Princes or the Queens, they deem them-^lves the Lords of hiphop and may just live up to the claim. Chunky beats mix with jazz
overtones to keep th i s tape pumping out ofjeeps al I summer long.
Lyrics usually stay true to the purists' form of "Real Hip-Hop." A
definite rap-lover's must (Christopher Joseph)

2 Pac
Strictly 4 My Niggaz • • • •

Guess who's back? Tha man who made waves last year with
three hype singles, a movie and pleniy of trouble. His second solo
outing is clearly tighter and rougher than his first set. The bass
kicks harder, but the lyrical topics are kickin' cutting edge
problems and trying to search your mind for solutions instead of
wallowing in the negative. 2 Pac's a mad brother worth listening
to and it's a surprise more people aren't hollering when they hear
him. Tight. (Christopher Joseph)

American Red Cross

STANDARD
FIRST AID

May 2 4 t h & 2 6 t h 5 : 3 0 - 9 : 3 0 p m
Sign-up in Student Health Services
067 Allyn Hall, 873-2552
This class covers adult CPR and First Aid
Studan! H u m S«IYICM • 067 A%r Han
Wallnaaa Raaourca Caniar • 066 Allyn Hall
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Gruber's expertise produces bundles of joy
talk to me, so 1 went for an education to gel the answers to their
questions I could not answer."
One factor that helped Gruber
Did you know WSU is home to
one of the area's finest fertility acquire such a notable reputation is
specialists? Dr. JackGruber, a lead- his involvement in reproductive
ing reproductive endocrinologist endocrinology, his sub-specialty,
and teacher in south west Ohio, has when the field was first being
medical offices in the Frederick A. formed. He came into the area at a
White Center and teaches in the prime time. Gruber was also the
first physician in this medical field
School of Medicine.
Gruber first became interested to return to southwest Ohio.
What brought him back to this
in this area of medicine during his
youth. He grew up in Marion, liv- area despite opportunities elseing the life of a farm boy. There he where? "I was a little concerned
saw the work of fanners and was about returning to the area because
exposed to animal husbandry. This I was sort of an aggressive resiwork sparked Gruber's interest in dent," Gruber said. "I was sometimes bard to get along with, and
medicine.
Butw.y did he choose this par- did not always respect my elders. 1
ticular area? "1 didn't want to be a was sort of a maverick."
Because he wasa maverick who
veterinarian," Gruber said. "I found
that it appeared easy for women to asked questions, Gruber earned
By CHRISTINE PEARCH
Special Writer

"Mini-U"

"ISP
contlnu*d from p«B« 7
Liu feels that U.S. students generally have more opportunities to
study abroad than other international students. She says foreign
students often encounter bureaucratic resistance when applying for
financial assistance or when dealing with their embassies.
It is important for Americans to
reach out to other cultures, Liu
says. "The world is becoming more
global. More people are eating" foreign' food," she says.
"In China people want to speak
English. The country is developing so fast, even their own people
don't realize it," Liu says. "We
want to expose people to other cultures so that they can be successful
in a changing world."

Dr. Jack Gruber

FOOD!!

continued from paga 7

you happen to be a student, though.
WSU subsidizes students' financial aid awards according to the
number of credit hours they take
and the amount of their earned income. Their savings at the Mini-U
range from three to 24 percent off
the child's tuition.
Mini-University also cares for
children after school up to the sixth
grade. There is also an in-house
kindergarten taught by certified
education teach*-TS. The curriculum goals of the kindergarten
classes are language development
and literacy, cognitive development, physical development and
student motivation.

respect from people he had studied
under and questioned.
"I just felt comfortable returning to an area where I had studied
for four years," he said. Since his
return, Gruber has had so many
demands for his specialized kr.i f l edge he must limit his referrals to
doctor referrals only
If that isn't enough to keep
Gruber busy, he also lectures to
medical students in their third year
internship. The doctor speaks about
the menstrual cycle and hormones
that may help in menopause. He
also lectures on the infertile couple
and causes of infertility.
"Our primary goal is to teach
primary care physicians to contribute to the health care of women,
regardless of what field they go
into, on a broad level," Gruber said.
"We try to get the students to ap-
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[;QF THE WEEK
Baseball

Jon Sbrocco
Men's Tennis
Romeo Vuticevski

The Scows

FROM LAST WEEK

Baseball
WSU csf. Cincinnati 13-3
WSU def. Cincinnati 9-2
WSU def Dayton 7-6
WSU def. Cleveland St.
9-0
Cleveland St. def. WSU
10-7
WSU def. Cleveland St.
3-0
Softball
Cleveland St. def. WSU
4-1

WSU def. Cleveland St.
6-5
Men's Tennis
Cedarville def. WSU 5-2

Spans
May 12
Baseball at Indiana
May 13
Baseball at Ohio State
May 15
Lacrosse vs. Toledo
Baseball vs. Valparaiso
May 16
Baseball vs. Valparaiso
Golf at Mid-Con
Championship
May 17
Golf at Mid-con
May 18
Baseball at Purdue
Golf at Mid-Con
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Season still shines for baseball team
By JEREMY DYER
Sports Editor

with Mid-Continent rival Cleveland State may not have seemed
important.
Wright State baseball had a
Wright State made it imporwinning streak dating hack to April tant by taking two of the three to
20 halted over the weekend, but the seal up the regular-season conferteam has still dominated the com- ence title.
petition.
Junior Brian Anderson picked
The Raiders took five of six up his eighth win over the weekend
games for the week and won the with a 9-0 shutout of the Vikings
Mid-Continent Conference regu- while Tony Ramsdell set: WSU
lar-season utle.
record with his fourth shutout of
May 5 WSU played Cincinnati the year.
in a rematch of the Raiders' 13-5
"We had some guys in the
thumping of the Bearcats April 28. bullpen who pitched okay, Mike
U.C. may have had the home-field Smitley.Chris Murphy and Jayson
advantage this time but it didn't Smith whogota win inrelief.With
matter as Wright State rolled to 13- Tony Ramsdell, four shutouts in
3 and 9-2 wins.
one season is pretty good." NisWhen WSU returned home to chwitz said.
Wright Stadium May 6 for a game
Wright State played one more
against Dayton, the team may have game at home, a 7-4 win over Derelaxed their guard. The last meet- troit, before heading out for a long
ing of the two saw WSU shelling road trip.
the Flyers in a 19-4 assault at DayNischwitz said the Raiders' ofton.
fense has sputtered but is picking
Instead of a one-sided attack, up.
both teams punched and jabbed to
"Although we haven't been hitextra innings before Wright State ting the ball as well as we did a
outfielder Doug Lowe stole home week ago, we hit the ball pretty
in the tenth to win it for the Raid- well against Cincinnati. We hit
ers.
some balls at Cleveland State that
"Doug stole home with two outs were caught because of the wind
and one strike on Aaron Hampton. off of Lake Erie," he said.
It was risky," said head coach Ron
This week Wright State's
photo by Scon Cozzolino
Nischwitz. "I was kind of critical schedule sounds like a monster
because he didn't run the play as movie, WSU vs. the Big Ten.
Sophomore outfielder Doug Lowe belts out another hit as
accurately as he should have and
The Raiders play Indiana May the WSU sneaked past Dayton 7-6. Lowe scored the
they almost threw him out"
12 and then have a double header at
After the excitement of the Ohio State University the follow- winning run In the May 6 game when he stole home In the
tenth Inning. WSU stands at 40-12,14-3 In the Mid-Con.
Dayton game, a three-game series ing day.

Wright State Raiders play spoiler to Vikings
By ROBB ERVIN
Staff Writer

had no pitchers.
After thefirstgame, the Raiders
still had nine wins, dropping game
"The Spoiler," that's what the one by a score of 4-1.
WSU softball team became known
Game two was a different story,
as after facing Cleveland State.
one that had a happy ending for the
The Vikings had the opportunity Raiders.
to qualify for the Mid-Continent
Wright State beat the Vikings 6Conference tournament, needing a 5, ending not only their season, but
two game sweep ol the Raiders to the V ' ffip'as well.
get in, but it didn't happen.
'•VSU knocked CSU out of the
The Raiders, lead by first-year tournament and botii teams finished
student-coach Sheila Nahrgang, in the cellar of the league.
were looking to add one more win to
Nahrgang was happy, maybe not
their 9-26 record to improve from St > much with their record, but with
last year's 9-31 record.
the team'sfinishand thecharacter it
The Raiders were decimated by showed.
injuries to key players all season
"We ended on a good note beatlong, and going into the final two ing Cleveland State," she said. "The
games against the Vikings, WSU girls overcame a lot dunng the sea-

son, played hard and did what they
had to do." Despite only 10 wins on
the season, there were still some
highlights for the Raiders.
WSU traveled toButler and completed a two-game sweep, the one
and only sweep by the Raiders for
the season, and theirfirstsweep ever
of Butler.
Nahrgang found other games
where the Raiders didn'tcomeaway
with a win, but gained a moral victory instead.
"We played Northern Illinois
who was ranked 12th in the country
toa 3-0 ballgame." she said. "Against
Bowling Green we played a 3-1
ballgame."
According to Nahrgang, the team
did have some standouts from the

season.
J unior pitcher Brandce Mikulich
carried the bulk of the pitching duties, starting 24 of the Raiders' 33
games. Mikulich had an ERA of
4.65,11 complete games, seven wins
and 42 strikeouts - all team highs.
Amy Smith, a junior infielder,
also had an impressive year playing
in 36 games while compiling a .260
batting average.
WSU will have everyone back
except seniors Nancy Schurr, an infielder, and Jody Harris, an outfielder/infielder.
Both will leave some big shoes
to fill, but with incoming recruits
things should improve next season
according to Nahrgang.
"The outlook looks very good."
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Wright State sailors ride wave to success
nals," said Matthew Quam who
sailed at Michigan. 'To do so well
the first time, we were certainly
Living in this area, most people happy."
Klaben said the races themdon't think much about sailing. A
group of students at Wright State is selves arechallenging. All the boats
used are equal and have no special
trying to change that.
Led by club President Jeff features to make them faster than
Klaben, IS students have formed the the others.
The race lengths and times all
1992-93 Sailing Club.
"There has been a Sailing Club differ from race to race according
in one form of another at Wright to Klaben. However, all races consist of the same guidelines. There
State since 1966," said Klaben.
The team travels to many differ- are three buoys, called marks,
ent competitions during the year which have to be rounded before
where the most experienced sailors the boats can cross the finish line.
The winning team is the one
compete against some of the best
that does the best job rounding the
teams in the nation.
May 1 and 2 the team traveled to course without touching any marks
the University of Cincinnati to com- andfinishingfirst
The club is looking for new
pr': in the U.C. Regatta. They finished second, behind U.C., which members and is willing to train
allowed them to compete in an inter- people how to sail.
"We're a very social, friendly
sectional regatta at Michigan State
club and encourage anyone interthis past weekend.
Theyfinishedsixth of nine teams ested in sailing to join," Klaben
in the race. Host Michigan State said.
For more information contact
University took first-place honors.
"This is the first year Wright Klaben at 879-6498 or Matthew
State has made it to the district fi- Quam at 252-9851.
By BILL RYAN
Special Writer

The Wright State Sailing Club breezed by opponents May 1 and 2 to qualify for the
Intersectional regatta at Michigan State. Wright State sailors caught the northern winds of
Michigan for seventh and fifth place finishes to average sixth place overall.
Michigan State and Marque .te took first and second place to qualify for the national
finals.
It was the first time Wright State qualified for the Intersectional.
"it was certainly the most Important race we've been In," said club member Matthew
Quam.
Formal competition has ended for the season although practice matches are being
scheduled.

GET A BREAK
SO YOU LIKE SOMEONE WHO MAKES THINGS EASIER FOR YOU?
Then you will like the WSU Pharmacy.
> We are open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. so you can
drojp by on your lunch break or on your way home. We also have voice mail
/e refill orders.
• We carry
man high quality generic substitutes (i.e.. Lederle. Parke-Davis.
:arry many
Parke-D
Abbott.
and Wyeth) that we use Infillingover 40 percent of the prescriptions
which
h gives
gives you
you a choice. These generics save you up to half the cost
co of the name
brand medication.
• We cany many over-the-counter products along with their generic equivalents.
• If you have hard-to-find products, it is possible for us to order them for you
specialty usually with next day pick-up and without any added cost.
• We give information concerning any medication and its price either over the
phone or in person.
• The 10 percent discount that you receive can be extended to your family.
• Our QS1 computer system is in over 4.000 independent and chain stores across the
USA keeps a permanent electric patient record, provides printed adverse reaction
information, checks all new prescriptions against others on your patient record for
potential drug interactions and checks all new orders against the patient history for
potential allergic interactions and lists your medical conditions.
• We are part of the WSU voice mail system so refill orders can be phoned In anytime
we are not In the pharmacy.
• We participate in a number of third party plans. We bill the following companies
via a modem as you wait: Western Ohio. PCS, PAID. Medimet, HMP. ONo Blue
Cross. NAalue Rx. N.P.A.. P.E.R.S.. S.E.R.S.. The Dayton Area Health Plan Aetna, Community
Mutual. APS. DayMed and PHP.
• We further do manual submission^ for Catapiller. Ohio' 1 atlicald. Greene and Clark
Counties General Relief and The Bureau of Workman' Compensation.

You will receive 1 ounce tube of
hydrocortisone cream 1%. Good
with refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 7/1/93

You will receive 100 tablets of
IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with
refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 7/1/93

You will receive 100 tablets of
aspirin (325 mg tablets). Good
with refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 7/1/93

• We generate receipts that you can use with Insurance companies where the patients
file the claim (I.e.. WSU student Insurance, Provident. and non-Ohio Based Blue
Cross Plans.)

Let us start making things easy for you!
Just call 873-3414 or drop by the WSU Pharmacy
in the Frederick A. White Health Center.
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Defense wins for WSU lacrosse team

SteUB??.

Pnoto by Matt Hudson

Wright State's lacrosse team won two over the weekend to run Its record to 5-2.

Tournament hopes for Wright
State Lacrossc may be dashed, but
the team is playing as if the tourney
trophy was riding on every play.
The team beat Wright Patterson
and Cincinnati this weekend in two
very different games.
At Wright Patt May 7 WSU
played an older team, but age wasn 't
a factor as the Raiders fought for a
13-7 win.
"These guys have been playing
for years," Poeppclmeicr said.
"They're a pretty tough club."
Poeppclmeicr credited the defense of goalie Andrew Swcetman
for firing up the team.
"Andy made a couplereallyoutstanding saves that helped our offense start clicking."
Swcetman said his performance
wasn't unusual.
"I always seem to do well at
Wright Pau, it's strange," he said.

"Wright Patt had a breakaway oneon-one and generally you can put
that down as a score for the other
team. I blocked it though and it kind
of sparked the rest of the team."
May 9 WSU spent Mother's Day
in Cincinnati with a tenacious
Bearcat squad U .C. grabbed an carl y
lead but WSU overcame the deficit
and the heat to win 12-7.
"We played on their Astroturt
and it wasreally hot," Poeppelmeiei
said. "The turf makes it about 2'
degrees hotter. Once we got in our
groove we started rolling."
WSU still must face their hardest challenge when they play Toledo May 15. Earlier this year WSU
beat Toledo, but Poeppelmeier said
the home-field advantage may not
be a factor.
"Last year they came here and
destroyed as. We beat them once
though and we can do it again."

Wright State golfers teed-up for tourney
By ROBB ERVIN
Staff Writer
With the end of the spring season nearing, the Mid-Continent
Conference golf championship is
nearing as well.
From May 16-18, golfers representing seven Mid-Con teams will
be gunning for therightto claim the
1993 championship.
Thefieldwill include teams from
WSU, Cleveland St,, Northern Illinois, Eastern Illinois, Western Illinois, Wisconsin-Green Bay and
Youngstown SL - the host team for
this year's championship.
The question is, who is the favorite going intothechampionship?
Northern II., coached by Jack

Pheanis, has won the Mid-Con the
past three years, and is looking to
add to its trophy case.
With a spring season that hits not
lived up to expectations, the Huskies arc preparing toreboundat the
Mid-Con.
They will be lead by junior Jason
Samuelian, the co-medalist at last
year's Mid-Con championship and
co-Mid-Con Golfer of the Year
This season, Samuelian, the
Wisconsin State Amateur, had
spring average of 76.4, a low for the
Huskies.
Senior Mark Voeller, with his
77.1 spring average, and the rest of
the Huskie squad will look to return
glory to the program after a spring of
mediocrity.

MICTION

Welcomes
S P E C I A L

latest NCAA Division I rankings.
The Leathernecks arc looking to
move up this year's leadcrboard after finishing in third place the last
two Mid-Con tournaments.
WSU is another favorite, playing in only their second Mid-Con
championship.
The Raiders will look to improve upon their fourth place finish
last year.
Leading the way for the WSU
will be junior Sam Arnold, sopho"We just haven't really pro- more Kevin Jones, and freshman
duced and we've been struggling all Joe Moore.
year," coach Pheanis said.
Theremainingtwo positions will
Western II. will also be a top soon befilledby two of the followcontender for this year's crown.
ing; juniorGabe Knight, junior Chris
They will be lead by senior Dusti Cadwallader or sophomore Bart
Watson who is currently 14th in the Papke.

MID
CONTINENT

CHAMPTONSHIP

Featuring songs
from their great new
release "Play"

only

$

12—

The Raiders have done well
against the conference including a
sweep of Western and a split with
Northern.
WSU coach Fred Jefferson sees
the Mid-Con as being very competilive. As far as a favorite, he says he
cannot single out any team.
"Who knows come tournament
time," he said. "I'd say ourselves,
Youngstown St, Western and Northcm Illinois would be the four favorites."
Pheanis of Northern 111. sees the
field being challenging but considers the Raiders the number one team
to beat.
"They've beaten us all spring
long," said Pheanis. "I think Wright
State has to be the favorite."

DARK STAR III
BOOKS & COMICS

m

1273 N. F*lrneld Rd
Fairfield Plaza
Bravercrcck

427-3213
Full Selection of New and
Used Comics
Fiction & Non-Fiction
Used Books
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
WSU STUDENTS!

Tickets available at all CD
Connection locations
Laiarua K««Uring Cantar

to
GILLYS
MAY 18th 9pm

293-7555

Com«ofO»o*)rUna*Wooc»«ir

DaaawciMli

Coroara at #>a Mai!

426-1401

433-3472

Unlock the
opportunities with The
Guardian Classifieds.

From Ford Motor Company

rallied back from a 6-2 first-set
(tefic it by taking the last two sets (>
6-3. l-ater be teamed with Mike
Bak'imor U) win third doubles lor
Wright State 8-2.
WSU's only loss came at first
doubles w here Catalan and senior
Bryan Beverly lo-: 9-7.
Jaws said WSU was strong
enough to give some departing players a chance to play at Capital.
"We changed our lineup a little
it to accommodate a couple of the
seniors, so we weren't quite as
strong as wc could have been. We

an impressive record for a
i posted a total of 16 wins
{last three seasons As a
r coach. James could have
he said the players deserve

included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:
1. Pre-approved credit
2. Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. Down payment
(correct answers]

asm aim E aim z M M
We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury College
Graduate Purchase Program, there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and
finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (m states where allowed)
You'll also.%- 3 $400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it toward you' |§|
purchase or lease, or keep the cash.
You may qualify for the program if >-ou earn a bachelor or advanced degoae between January 1,1993 and December 31.
1993. or are a graduate student enrolled
1

|
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AUTOMOTIVE
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED 89 Mercedes
$200,86 VW $50, 87 Mercedes $100, 65
Mustang $50 Choose from thousands
starting at $50. FREE Information-24 Hour
Hodine 801-379-2920.

Q GENERAL
FOBSALF mmwmpolneforoierose
only $10. Cat Karen at 294-2379 after 730
pjn.or on weekends
Do you want a bright career? Join u s a t h e ~
Eighth Annual Commurscaton Conlerc'ce.
t i g h m g tie Way C Your Future" on May 19
and 20 m tie University Center.
CAMERA RKTSACE -fcfcoJtaMaxxum
9000, motordrive. 2 Dashes, flashgnp. 28-80
and 75-200 02.8 lenses $l700wonh - set
separately (etal $'000)or all for $899. Tony
435-9615 or 873^2505

HELP WANTED
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COMICS & GAMES

Q PERSONALS
Graduating? Have a job Imed up and need a
car? Come B W h i » Allen Chevrolet Geo
and get off to a good start Graduating
seniors who quality get $500 towards a
dovnpayment on a new car from GM
Wt»teAllen s located just North oI Downtown
at 442 N. Main Come m aid see JOe
Cogtano or call 222-6320

Crossword

SPRING LEADERSHIP LAB

PARTICIPANTS WHE RE ARE YOU? It you
. .
i fun-filled weekend that wli
improve your leadership s
SOLO office fi 025 University Center or at
873-2711. The cost is only $30 00 when
wdudes everything But Hurry i The lab
weekend is May 14.15. and I6thi

RENT/ HOME
Introducing College Park Apartment*
"Luminous 4 Bedroom Apartments with 2
Full Baths "Fully Equipped Kitchen with
Dishwasher and Mcrowave "Washer;
Dryer m eadi Apartment "Sand Volleyball
Cour, 'Close to Campus. Wright Pan
Gem City Realrf
Call 878-2221 Today For More Info
House for rent, University of Dayton
Ghetto, 304 Stonemill. Available for
Summer and 1993-1994 school year Up to
5peop>n Call 426-9648

CHARLie!

Word Jumble

Attn: Parents - Condo for sale~fcS.S00 T
showing cai (513) 696-5014

Msckinac Island's Murray Hotel needs hoteir
restuarant workers No experience
necessary. Housing available P.O. Box
478. Mackinac island. Ml 49757 (906) 847-

Eam up to MKXMneek in
l or $4,OOOwmorith on fishing boats.
Freeransportatonl Room S Board I Male or
Female, tor amptoymer* program cad 1-206545-4155 e»AS570

TT*a CWdiary • Dayton's orty microbrewery/
restuaram has immatial* openings tor
servers, bartenders, line cooka,
Jahwaehare. Can 439-9100 or apply at 453
S i 725. Just east of the Dayton MalEOE.

LAHCK

Huber Heights - Graduate Female will
share 3 bedroom. 2 bath home with
responsible female. $240 - 1/2 utilities.
$100 deposit 233-8469
House for Rent. Fully furnished. Washer/~~
Dryer, Newly Remodelled, Basketball
Court. Off street parking. 4 1/2 bedrooms,
very affordable. Must see Call 890-7846

Q SERVICES
HARPIST - The beauty of harp music for
weddngs. graduations, receptions, parties .
. .whenever you want something special 296-5662.
Heading for Europe ihis summer? JeF
there anytime for only $169 from East
Coast. $229 from the MkJwest (when
available) with AIRHfTCHI (reported in
Let's Gol and New York Times ) Airhitch®
212-864-2000.
Typing/Word Processing and Resume"
Preparation by Former Personnel Officer
Low Prices 283-2078 or 478-2167.

ixxn
nrn
DYLOM

CISNEC

ALVASS

JIGSAW PUZZLE!
coixntpmof

i n J 1

Answertw:

THE CD CONNECTION

Now arrange the cmaed letters to
torn tie surprise answer, u suggested by ff- —
—-

tumam

Trivia Treat

In The Biz

"THE COMPACT DISC STORE"

JiL

'THE6L£AHm

WHAT YOU EVIDENTLY
HAVE IP YOU "SEE THE
HANPWRmN6
^
ON THE tVALL?

? WHO ms m

SAMl IMHKTAMT M M W I K
•a RCMCM06*

Tlilrli UtL'iLEUSiOKS
CLWCaasislte '

«l

gfg&te Mulls

4

Hi

6, «*•«»

: FIRST as. (i
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| TO 66 BOW A
! INALO& ,3
I CABIN? J i

3,400
"

777

3f-i-rs
ONOaMKR 5. (776.TORRST
SCHOLASTIC FRATERNITY, /W
B£TA KAPPA, WAS ORSANlZEO
IN AMKiCA-WHERE?

!Mr*h

WHERE WAS "M£R/CA w

KAffllfUL' WRITTEN ?

Holds 90 CDs'
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2b0 CDs I

£59.991
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Puzzle A n s w e r s
Wofti Jumble

A<5WMs:

T I I W K S FOR
I U X J V C 1 > I ! \ Ci

CHALK - MOLDY
SCENIC - VASSAL
What you evidently have if you
"see tno handwriting on the
wall"—
SMALL KIDS
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Artists compete for national award
KIMBERLY BIRD
StafT Writer
Wright State art students' work
in "Art About Town," a juried art
exhibition displayed last November, could receive national recognition.
"Art About Town," sponsored
by Preservation Dayton Inc. and
the Department of An and Art History, .vas chosen as one of four
finalists for a National Neighborhood of the Year Award in ihc
multi-neighborhood category.
Sponsored by Neighborhoods,
USA, tlie award recognizes outstanding efforts by neighborhood
groups striving to improve their
surroundings.
The criteria forjudging arc the
extent of neighborhood involvem. it, significance of accomplishments, innovation, extent of selfhelp involved and effectiveness of
partnership building.
According to Linda Caron, vice
president of Preservation Dayton
and Chair of the department of art
and art history, WSU students held

a large sum of the responsibility for Montgomery County Historical
the project.
Society's Old Courthouse Mu"Students at WSU got involved seum.
with (he Introduction to Muscology
More than 50 artist competed
class. We had it on the books, but in the in the 108 piece exhibit for
we hadn't taught in a long time, so over SI,500 in prize money.
I decide to teach it," said Caron.
"We arc one of four finalists.
"S uidents did display boards of We will go to the Neighborhoods,
Historic Districts, talked to neigh- Inc. Conference in Jackson, Miss.
bors, took ph.Hosand did historical May 13-15," said Caron. "Wc will
research as well as help handled do a presentation for judges. Part
the show, built exhibition walls, of it is a video tape of people who
publicized fund-raising, received were involved in the show."
work from artists and helped at the
This was the first year for "Art
reception."
About Town," but Caron said the
Subtitled"A Celebration of Life event is scheduled to be an annual
in Dayton's Historic Neighbor- cvenL
hoods", "Art About Town" called
She also said the Introduction
upon area artists to explore many to Muscology will be offered again
arrays of life in Dayton's historic next year.
districts: Dayton View, Grafton
Caron sees the project growing
Hill, Huffman, McPherson Town, next year, but confessed that it needs
Oregon, St. Anne's Hill, South to be a manageable project so it
Park, Wright-Dunbar and Down- doesn't overwhelm the people
town, Dayton'sfirst neighborhood. working on it. She sees the focus oC
Volunteers from Preservation improvement aimed at trying to
Dayton and the historic district continue to improve the quality of
worked with students from the the work.
museum studies class. The students
"The focus is better instead of
assisted in hanging the show at the bigger," she said.
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Tornado season blows in with spring
By RICHARD J. GILLETTE
Staff Writer
April and May bring the warm
season that students so dearly love,
but these months can also bring
the violent tornado season.
According to Leonard Bedel,
assistant director of environmental health and safety, the spring
season brings the beginning of the
unpredictable tornado season and
it usually lasts until October.
"This unpredictability of when
a tornado is going to strike is what
students should be aware of,"
Bedel said. "Students should know
what to do in case of an emergency
like a tornado."
According to the Department
of Environmental Health and
Safety, there are several steps taken
by the university in case of a tornado. If a tornado is sighted, the
primary notification system for the
campus is the outdoor siren system.
The public address system will
provide verbal instructions to all
upper level main campus build-

ings except the Frederick A. White
Center and the University Apartments.
Upon hearing the siren or receiving verbal notification, students should proceed immediately
to the closet designated shelter
Directional arrows are availaN
in all hallways showing the wa' o
the closest shelter and are so
located in all tunnel areas, a
ding to Bedel.
He said the shelter arc
or
WSU are located in the tui JK .
He added students should remain calm and wail for instructions of what to do.
"Last summer was a very active tornado season across the
country," Bedel said. "The randomness of where tornadoes land
is something everyone should be
prepared for and not be kept off
guard in a tornado situation."
According to Bedel, information on emergency procedures at
Wright State is located in the department of environmental health
and safety .Room 104 of the Health
Sciences Building.
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The BIGGEST Computer Store in Town!!

DEC 386SX-20

Slimline Desktop Case
40MB HDD. 3.5" HD FDD
/ - M „ 6
3MB RAM, 512k SVGA Video Card
&
14- 42dp Color VGA (Refurbished) . \
DOS5.0. Win 3.1. Works tor Win. ^
^
Star NX 1001 Printer W/Cable
C-» r *
Mouse, 12 Month Warranty.

YOU LIKE TO WATCH DON'T YOU

208 W . M a i n St.
F a l r b o r n . O H 45324
878-3447

Exclusive WSU
Travel Agency

Official & Personal
Domestic & International
Guaranteed Best Fare
+
Special Discount for WSU
Faculty, Staff, & Students
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